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New **Hybrid-Edge** IoT Platform ready for global deployment.

Imont Technologies Limited, the provider of highly scalable, distributed, next generation device integration software for smart home and smart industry, today announces the launch of their new Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform at MWC19. The Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform is built with Imont’s innovative IoT software toolkit and combines a mix of on-premise edge computing and supporting cloud services. Data and applications leverage the advantages of edge computing while still benefiting from the computing power of the cloud. Edge applications can now be seamlessly extended into the cloud, for easy integration with third-party clouds at a fraction of the current cost. The Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform will allow developers of IoT solutions to be more flexible in their approach and deliver secure, robust solutions at industry leading price points.

Businesses with highly sensitive data can confidently use the Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform to keep full control over sensitive data, keeping it stored exclusively on-premise and rapidly accessible, while using the cloud for less sensitive, higher latency data transactions, and secure integration with third-party clouds. Imont’s Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform is a cost effective and minimal risk go-to-market strategy for Telecom Service providers, with potential to up-sell CPE for additional services, benefits and cost reductions down the line, increasing brand and customer loyalty.

Larry Poon, Imont’s Chief Operating Officer, commented:

“Providing a Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform now extends Imont’s reach from being a software toolkit provider to offering an end-to-end platform solution. Our customers will benefit from the flexibility, scalability, and cost efficiencies of a Hybrid-Edge IoT Platform — minimising the risk of exposing confidential data, and delivering competitive smart system offerings in highly price-sensitive markets. Launching this new technology at MWC19 in the UK Pavilion today reinforces our commitment to our customers’s data security and market agility, while giving them the competitive advantage they have been asking for.”

About Imont

Imont develops software for IoT device integration using a “cloudless” edge technology that delivers economic and security benefits for scaling smart home, smart city and smart industry projects. Our next generation IoT software connects devices from many manufacturers, using different communications standards. Our software allows these devices to be integrated so that they interoperate seamlessly, regardless of whether they are local or remote without reliance on expensive cloud services. [www.imont.io](http://www.imont.io) MWC19 exhibitor – Fira Gran Via, UK Pavilion, Hall 7, 7A11–7.
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